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lilSTENBR OPERATED RADIO PROGRAMME SELECTION AND
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCES: PCT/6B 91/01564
DE-A-3 836 597

5 US-A-3 896 490

This invention relates to a Listener Operated Radio Programme
Selection and Entertainment System, abbreviated LORE.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

Radio broadcasts are provided for a wide audience. To
10 compile an attractive programme, the broadcaster must take

into consideration the various demands of his audience • By
doing so he has to compromise and cannot entirely fulfil the
expectations of the individual listener. By increasing the
numbers of radio stations the listener is supplied with a

15 choice of programmes specifically catering for a narrow
target audience. For example one station providing rock
music, another providing 1960 's pop, clcissic or jazz music,
other channels cater with talk and news-radio for the
information requirements of other specific target audiences.

20 The average radio listener however cannot listen to an
individually balanced selection of music and speech according
to his own taste ^ despite the increasing choice of radio
channels. For example: if he wants to listen to sport
broadcasts he is also faced with phone-in competitions, if he

25 wants to listen to the news he is alsio subjected to the
latest stock-market update and if he wants to listen to music
programmes he cannot receive political interviews during the
same programme.

Furthermore if a broadcaster tried to balance such a
30 programme for one listener he would compromise the desires of

other listeners in his audience.

DESCRIPTION OF REIATED ART:

Radio programming systems have been invented to function
automatically in order to compile a programme schedule and

3 5 automatically play back selected speech and music items
without the need for a manual operator o:r programme producer
characterised in that the selection and compiling of items,
energising or de-energising of sources ard mixing, fading and
crossfading of items is automatically initiated by the system

40 in accordance with a preset programme policy through the
combination of different sensing devices;.
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Such sys'tem according 'to pre2unble of Claim 1 is known from
PCT/GB 91/01564.

Digital and Opto-electronic Radio Librairy Systems have been
invented which can be directly accessed by the broadcast-

5 studio operator. Such a system according to the preaiable of
Claim 1 is known from DE-A-3 836 597,

OBJECTS OF THE IMVENTIOK

It is the object of the present invention to provide a novel
Radio Programme Selection and Entertainment System which -

10 allows each individual radio listener of a group of listeners
to compile speech, information and musi<: items by accessing
different broadcasters' libraries, down-loading the required
items into a personal receiver and autoiiatica11

v

processing
those single items after transmission by a programme

15 selection system to play back an individual radio programme.

The programme selection system described is not dissimilar to
PCT/GB 91/01564 and will be integrated into the
aforementioned receiver.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

20 According to the present invention there is provided a
Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and Entertainment
System which allows members of radio audiences to listen to
programmes which have been individually created according to
their own programme policy.

25 By accessing various modern communication networks such as
the Internet or digital satellite channels which will link
the listener with the broadcaster's public access library,
and, if required, also accessing the listener's own record
(CD) library the listener will select a variety of programme

30 items which he then down-loads into his radio receiver which
stores those items in a memory such as a computer hard disc.

This memory will be the digital equivalent to the tape drives
as described in application PCT/GB 9:^/01564. A revised
digital version of the aforementioned application will now

35 select, mix and play-back the items stoi-ed in the memory.

The fundamental difference however between PCT/GB 91/01564
and the system described here is that the mixing of programme
items is initiated in the receiver after the transmission and
not in the way of traditional broadcasts prior to

4 0 transmission in the studio. To achi<ive this objective,
special down-load and interactive pre-select mechanisms have
been invented for which protection is sought through this
application.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A specific embodiment: of the invention will now be described
by way of example, with reference to the accompanying
diagrams

•

5 Four diagrams have been attached to describe the Listener
Operated Radio Progrcunme Selection and Entertainment System:

Figure l shows the selection and down-loading of music
through an interactive network (two-way communication)

Figure 2 shows the selection and dovn-loading of music
10 through a non-interactive network (one-way communication)

Figure 3 shows the selection and down-loading of information

Figure 4 shows a timetable for regular broadcasts

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Before describing the operation of a Listener Operated Radio
15 Programme Selection and Entertainment System it is necessary

to discuss the basic technical requiremcmts to operate such
a system.

The Radio-Receiver of the Listener Opercited Radio Programme
Selection and Entertainment System (LOR}!:) as described here

20 will be based upon a standard IBM compatible Personal
Computer (PC) fitted with a monitor, Sound Card, a CD Rom
drive and sufficient free storage space (hard disc)

.

Dependant upon the broadcasters we want t o access we may also
need a high speed telephone modem or a satellite receiver.

25 This satellite receiver must have a suitable link with the
computer, in order that the computer can select satellite
channels and down-load their digital signals*

The commercial introduction of a Listener Operated Radio
Programme Selection and Entertainment Sys;tem should not cause

3 0 any problems as many homes and offices contain most of these
facilities already

•

The key to utilise such PC as LORE-receiver would be a
suitable software package.

It is obvious that the invention covers the use of purpose
3 5 built LORE receivers too.

Even though the radio listener should be given as great a
choice and flexibility in designing his own programme policy
as possible, it is necessary to keep th«» operation simple.



The listener mus't primeorily remain a lis'tener and not; become
a producer or disc-jockey. It: must be possible for him to
access semi-finished progreunme packages as well as separate
programme items which a more skilled XORE listener would
prefer.

The listener should not be directly involved in the design of
the actual progrsunme schedule (running order) • Despite the
listeners freedom to select a progreuoame policy by determining
the selection of certain themes, and within reason the
composition of such themes to a finished programme, the LORE
contains an automated programme selection system which
compiles inputs according to a policy without being provided
with a schedule or distinctive information about the
individual inputs.

The programme selector provided in application PCT/GB
91/01564 is able to compile items without having prior
knowledge about the item itself, without a detailed programme
schedule provided and without the item having specific
characteristics such as pilot-tones, as the described
programme selector contains "monitoring means which do not
require any additional signal feedback from the music signal
source to the controller of the system other than the actual
recording of the music which is broadcast.**

The LORE software is designed to be simple to operate. The
LORE receiver displays easily understandable menus and help
screens. The basic operational steps and screen menus will
be described later with reference to th€> attached drawings.

Systems of highest digital compression must be used to
minimise the down-load time, and thus reducing the usage cost
of the communication network like the "Internet". Soon we
can expect to be able to down-load a 60 minutes long
programme within 7 minutes or even less«

However provisions must be made for automated down-loading at
specified intervals because news basad programmes need
regular updating. The length of such intervals must be user-
definable as, for example a stock broker obviously needs more
up to date information than a doctor.

As the down-loading may incur network usage charges, a less
frequent down-loading interval may be preferred by private
listeners whilst constant updates may be essential to
commercial LORE users.

To reduce network usage time it is possible only to update
certain items held in the receiver's memory. An hour long
programme containing 70% music, 20% non-current talk, and 10%
news bulletins needs only the news contert updated at regular
intervals; thus at a compression rate of 60:7 the network
usage time during a complete replacement of the memory's news
content would only take 4 2 seconds.
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Facilities for aut:omatic down-loading
Once "the receiver is programmed it will

compile and produce different
of the day without the
programming

•

progr£unme»
for c«onstant manual re-

10

A typical daily policy could look like this:

early morning:

mid morning:

early evening:

late night:

1960 's & 70 's pop with 20% news
bulletins and weeither

general soft pop music with news on
the hour only and 30% women / family
related 'talk-radio subjects

chart music and lf>% youth related talk
teenagers after school

10% jazz music, 20% country music, 3 0%
modern pop music with 20% news of the
day and 20% science features

100% soul music

20

25

30

35

40

Once the above policy is programmed, th€5 LORE receiver will
automatically down-load and compile new programmes daily,
without the requirement for further manual adjustments.

Even though most listeners would prefer regular down-loading
and updating it may not be necessary fcr some listeners to
update more than once or twice per week. A listener
preferring a narrow selection of music with non current
information can leave his LORE without- newly down-loaded
updates as the receiver will continue to play-back its once
down-loaded music and information in an ever changing order,
as far as the policy and memory's content permits. It will
therefore continue to provide interesting programmes too.
Some of today's existing chart radio stations only work on
libraries as small as 70 songs!

We will now describe the programming of a LORE receiver for
a daily programme to be broadcast Mondays to Fridays from
09:00 -13:00. For this example we will access four different
broadcasters via two networks of which only one network will
allow interactive communication. Finally we want also to
integrate a newly bought compact disc of our own into the
programme

.

We start to design our programme schedule by entering the
programming screen on our LORE receiver's display. Via a
keyboard and the display we will now communicate with the
LORE programming menu:



Screen 1 will ask us how long this progiramme will be*

Keyboard data, input: 4 hours.

A longer playback of this progreunme can be scheduled at a
later stage, but the programme content will start to repeat

5 itself after 4 hours.

Screen 1 question : How many music broadcasters do you want
to access?

Keyboard data input: 3 (2 music broadcasters plus our own
disc)

10 Screen 1 question: Input the proportional representation
of each broadcasteir ^s music input in
relation to your programme.

Keyboard data input: Broadcaster 1: 40%
Broadcaster 2: 40%
Broadcaster 3: 20k (our own disc)

The LORE receiver will now calculate the approximate
requirements of music to be down—loaded from each

The prograiame profile shall be

20 Music, Information, Music, Information, Music,
Information

Your hourly mixture would consist of approximately

15 Songs = 50 minutes

15 Information inputs = 10 minutes
25

Total 60 minutes

We will need therefore approximately 60 songs and 6 0

information inputs for our programme

As we want to cover 4 0% of our total music with material from
3 0 Broadcaster 1, the LORE calculator deterndnes that 80 minutes

or 24 songs are required to be down-loaded and segregates its
memory accordingly

.

The LORE programmer will now display the music broadcaster's
access directory. Screen 2.

3 5 Screen 2 question: Select Broadcaster 1 from this
directory

Keyboard data input: Broadcaster 1 = Siiation ABC
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S'ta'tion ABC provides i'ts programme via an in^eract:ive
network. The LORE receiver dials now ABC's access nimber via
t:he dat:a-link, eg 1:he Internet.

As we are using an interactive network we can now directly
5 communicate with the broadcaster's library system, therefore

a new screen (3) will be displayed by ttie receiver. We can
now follow the diagram as displayed in Figure 1.

ABC provides Soul Music, Modern Pop and Classical Music.

Screen 3 question: Select your type af music

10 Keybostrd data input: Modem Pop music

•

Screen 3 question: How much of this category do you want
to down-losid?

We want to select 20% Modern Pop of our own choice from this
broadcaster

•

15 JCeyjboard data input: 20%

The next screen prompts us to either accept the broadcaster's
own progrcunme choice or to select artists \ song titles from
an alphabetical index, similar to a jukci box.

Screen 4 question: Do you want to compile your own
2 0 selection of artiffts and songr titles

from ABC^s alphabetical index or do you
want to accept ABC^s preset selection?

Keyboard data input: preselected

The broadcaster may want to charge us for this selection,
25 therefore we will be prompted by the sci*een.

Screen 4 question: A subscription fee will be charged if
you proceed. Do you want to authorise
payment?

Various Pay-As-You-Select Systems can be used, either through
3 0 the use of decoders which will descramble an encrypted

transmission or through payment by credit card or by
authorisation through a personal identification (PIN) number,
whereby each authorisation will be stor<id on the listener's
customer account. An invoice will be sent monthly to the

35 listener.

Station ABC in our example uses the last mentioned
authorisation method.

Keyboard data input: PIN number
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10

20

Screen 5 now shows us a list of artists and songs from which
we can select* We could select individual songs if we
prograimed a schedule for a one off airplay only, but we want
to listen to programmes from this policy daily and the daily
repeat of a particular song may become boring. Therefore we
will only select artists names such as Abba, Take That,
Rolling Stones. During future automated down*loading we will
be given a daily selection of music by tJiose artists.

Once the reserved space in our receiver's memory is full we
will be taken to Screen 6. Here we are asked if we want to
hear the full length of each song or if we prefer an edited
(shortened) version. If we prefer full length music we may
be prompted for another -authorisation for payment of fees.

The options for Pay-As-¥ou-Select may be necesscury for the
to comply with the relevant copyright
As a down-*loaded music database can be used

over and over again, there is no need for the listener to
regularly down-load music unlike traditional radio whereby
each airplay is a one-off broadcast for which the broadcaster
pays copyright fees. The LORE music selection procedure is
more like a trip to a record shop where we purchase a music

25

After we have made our choice, the selected programme will be
down-loaded into our receiver and we will see the display of
Screen 3 again. We have selected only 20% of music from this
broadcaster so far. To down-load the rcsmaining 80% we want
to select ABC's own selection of Modern Pop.

ScrBBn 3 question: Select your type af music

Keybocurd detta. input: Modern Pop music.

30 Screen 3 question: How much of this category do you want
to down-load?

We want to access 80% Modern Pop from tills broadcaster

Keyboard data input: 80%

35
screen 4 question: Do you want to coupile your own

selection of artiv>ts and song titles
from ABC's alphabetical index or do you
want to accept ABC's preset selection?

Keyboard data input: preselected

40 A selection will be prepared by ABC's library system

Screen 6 question: Do you want full le^ngth songs or edited
versions ? A fee is payable for full
length versions.



Af'ber we have made our choice, tJie selected programme will be
down-loaded into our receiver and the communication with this
broadcaster (ABC) will now be terminated.

The display shows Screen 2 again:

5 Screen 2 question: SBlect BroadcsLSter 2 from this
directory

Keyboard data, input: Broadcaster 2 = Station DFG

Station DFG provides its progranune via satellite. The LORE
receiver is now connected to a satellite receiver. As we are

10 using a one way broadcast-link,we cannot directly communicate
with this broadcaster's library system. Screen (3) will be
displayed by the receiver. We can now follow the diagram as
displayed in Figure 2.

DFG provides Funk Music, 60 's Pop and Country Music.

15 Screen 3 question: Select your type af music

Keyboard data input: Country Music.

The LORE receiver tunes our satellite receiver to DFG's
frequency which broadcasts country music. For every type of
music a station provides it must use a separate channel on

20 this satellite.

Screen 3 question: How much of this category do you want
to down-load?

We want to access 50% Country Music fron this broadcaster.

JCeyJboard data input: 50%

25 The broadcaster may want to charge us for this selection,
therefore we will be prompted by the sci'een.

Screen 4 question: A subscription fee will be charged if
you proceed. Do yau want to authorise
payment?

3 0 Various Pay-As-You-Select Systems can be used. In this case
DFG sends an encrypted signal which will be descrambled by a
Pay-As-You-Select decoder which is integrated into our LORE.

Keyboard data input: authorise

3 5 The selected programme will be down-loaded into our receiver
and we will see the display of Screen 3 again. We have
selected only 50% of music from this broadcaster so far. To
down-load the remaining 50% we will seltict 60 's Pop.

Screen 3 question: Select your type of music
40

Keyboard data input: 60 ^s Pop Music.
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The LORE receiver t:unes our satellit:e receiver to DFG's
frequency which broadcasts 60 's Pop music*

ScrBen 3 question: How much of this category do you want
to down-load?

5 We want to access 50% 60 's Pop Music from this broadcaster.

Keyboard data input: 50%

Screen 4 question: A subscription fee will be charged if
you proceed* Do you want to authorise
payment?

10 XeyJboard data input: authorise

The selected programne will be down-loaded into our receiver
and the communication with this broadcaster (DFG) will now be

The music providers described here are special LORE
15 Broadcasters. However future LORE receivers may be equipped

with facilities to analyze and segregate traditional digital
radio broadcasts in order to use their masic output for LORE
programming too.

The display shows Screen 2 again:

20 Screen 2 question: Select Broadcaster^ 3 from this

Keyboard data input: Broadcaster 3 = our Compact Disc

The screen prompts us to insert a disc in the LORE receiver's
CD drive.

25 Our total music selection is now down-loaded.

We will now access the information providers' libraries.
Normally we can consider news as public domain and freely
accessible. However, the provider of miws needs to receive
some form of revenue. Pay-As-You-Select systems may be used

3 0 by some broadcasters, similar to those described on the
previous pages, while other broadcasters may want to finance
their services by broadcasting commercials as part of their
package.

Employment of decoders which can distinguish between
35 commercials and non-commercial information through detection

of subaudible digital signals are used in the following
application. A listener can receive coiunercial-free speech
inputs provided that a charge-card is inserted into his
decoder which is attached to his LORE r^iceiver.

40 A prompt for payment authorisation will be displayed on the
programming screen

.
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Every information itiem must: cont:ain t:wo subaudible pilot:-
'tones. One a't approximately 5 seconds before its end and one
at its end. This is to guarantee safe playback in accordance
with the Automated Radio Pro9r2unming System PCT/GB 91/01564

5 which is integrated into the LORE receiver.

Our first information access programming screen will be
Number 7.

Screen 7 question: How memy speech brostdcasters do you
want, to access?

10 Keyboard data input: 2

Screen 7 question: Input the proportional representation
of each broadcastei^ ^s information input
in relation to your programme

•

Keyboard data input: Broadcaster 1: 60%
Broadcaster 2: 40%

The LORE receiver will now calculate the approximate
requirements of information to be dovoi-loaded from each

20 As discussed on page 6, we will need approximately 60
information inputs for our programme. As we want to cover
60% of our total information with materi.al from Broadcaster
1, the LORE calculator determines that 24 minutes or 36
inputs (at 45 seconds per input) are required to be down-

25 loaded for our programme and segregates its memory
accordingly.

The LORE programmer will now display the information
broadcaster's access directory^ Screen

Screen 8 question: Select Broadcaster 1 from this
3 0 directory

Keyboard data input: Broadcaster 1 = Station HIJ

Station HIJ provides its programme via an interactive
network. The LORE receiver dials now HIJ's access number via
the data-link, eg the Internet.

3 5 As we are using an interactive network we can now directly
communicate with the broadcaster's library system, therefore
a new screen (9) will be displayed by tlie receiver. We can
now follow the diagram as displayed in Figure 3.

40
Screen 9 shows that HIJ provides Political News, Financial
News, Local News for Town A, Local News for Town B and some
Comedy

.
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Screen 9 question: How much of each listed category do you
want to down'^load?

Keyboard data input: 20% Political Newti,
50% Financial News:,

5 0% Local News for Town A,
5% Local News for Town B

25% Comedy from this broadcaster •

The broadcaster holds a separate library for each information
category. Each library is like a big bucket. The latest

10 information will be placed on the top. The deeper the
listener digs into the b¥K:ket ,the older the information will
be. If you have just come from a holiday and you want to
catch up with the news from the pas'z weeks, you would
instruct the liORE to dig very deeply into the bucket.

15 If you want to receive the very latest news only you would
extract just the top pile. To receive the top pile
throughout the programme it will be neci^ssary to update the
LORE receivers memory at regular intervcils.

We will define those intervals on Scre«sn 10 to enable the
2 0 LORE receiver to automatically access Broadcaster HIJ

throughout the programme to update the i*eceiver's memory.

Screen 10 question: How often do you want to update each
category ?

Keyboard data input: update —

25 - Political News twice during the programme,
- Financial News twice during the programme,
- Local News Town B once during the programme,
- Comedy no update.

In relation to the total programme inpat needed, the LORE
3 0 system will now dig for the initial down-loading:

- Political News 6.6 %

V3 of the total political content

- Financial News 16.6 %
35 V3 of "th® total financial content

- Local News Town B 2.5 %

V2 of the total local content

- Comedy 25 %
4 0 the total comedy c:ontent

The remaining inputs will be down-locided throughout the
programme at the relevant intervals.
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Before we can down-load *the prograunme , Screen 11 will prompt
us if we want to eliminate commercials. If so rec[uired we
authorise the decoder and down-load.

Once the reserved space in our receiver's memory is full,
the communication with this broadcaster (HIJ) will be
terminated

•

As we want to cover 40% of our tots.l information with
material from Broadcaster 2, the LORE calculator has already
determined that 16 minutes or 24 inputs be down-loaded and
has segregated its memory accordingly.

The LORE programmer w4-ll now ,display the information
broadcaster's access directory. Screen 8.

Screen 8 question: Select Broadceistei- 2 from this
directory

Keyboard data Input: Broadcaster 2 = Station KIM

Station KLM provides its programme via 5;atellite. The LORE
receiver is now connected to a satellite receiver's audio
output. As we are using a one way broadcast link we cannot
directly communicate with this broadcaster's library system.
Screen (9) will be displayed by the receiver. We can
continue following the diagram as displciyed in Figure 3

.

KLM broadcasts on 4 satellite channels providing on:

- channel 1 Political News,
- channel 2 Cultural News,
- channel 3 Local News for Town C,
- channel 4 a mixed package of chat and information

Screen 9 question: How much of each category do you want
to down-load ?

Keyboard data Input: 80% channel 4,
20% channel 2,

This broadcaster cannot update sections of his programme,
unlike the broadcaster in an interactive system. As each
channel distributes an endless loop of infoarmation, any
update would mean the complete replacemcmt of the loop.
To receive the latest information throughout the programme it
will be necessary to update the LORE receiver's memory at
regular intervals

.

We will define those intervals on Screen 10 to enable the
LORE receiver to automatically access Broadcaster KLM
throughout the programme to update the i-eceiver's memory.
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Screen 10 question: How often do you Kant to update each
category ?

Keyboard data Input: channel 4 once during the programme^
cheumel 2 no update.

5 In relation to the total programme input needed (16 minutes) ,

the LORE system will now prepare to down-load information
items in excess of 6.4 minutes from channel 4 and 3.2 minutes
from channel 2.

10 Before we can down-load the programme. Screen 11 will prompt
us as to whether we want, to eliminate commercials. If so
required we can authorise the decoder and down-load.

Once the reserved space in our receiver's memory is full,
the communication with this broadcaster (KLH) will be

15 terminated.

Finally we will need to programme a weekly timetable on
Screen 12 (Figure 4) . We save this policy as programme A and
tell our timetable when we would like to listen to this
progr2anme policy.

2 0 Timers integrated into the LORE receiver will from now on
initiate the programmed down-loading procedure automatically
prior to playback and will also update during playback the
various information items according to the policy which we
have just programmed.

25 The down-loaded programme items will now be compiled,
selected and mixed, characterised in ^ihat the selection,
compiling and further down-loading of items, energising or
de-energising of sources and mixing, fading and crossfading
of items is automatically initiated by the system in

30 accordance with our preset programme {>olicy through the
combination of different sensing devices; and calculators.

The programiTiing system according to PCT/GB 91/01564 allows
music play-back only in the same running -order as originally
compiled, unless the play-back source comprises random access

35 facilities, as many compact disc players; do.

The down-loading / recording of music, cis described in this
application, generates also random mixtures. Random music
play-back has a disadvantage as it can create great mood
swings

.

4 0 Dependant upon the selection of music chosen, those mood
swings can be more or less severe. For example, during a
programme which contains a wide variety of different music
types it could happen that loud Heavy Mcital Music follows a
soft classical piece.
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Such ex'treme mood swings could be elimina'ted by carefully
compiling tiie progrfiunme policy as described. However t:he
design of a LORE syst:em must: allow for t:he fact -that "the user
is not skilled in the art of radio progiramming •

Facili-ties are therefore provided to keep each 1:ype of music
down-loaded in a separate memory. During playback the LORE
receiver will select individual music inputs from each memory
to get a suitable programme mix according t:o Uie programmed
policy. The LORE receiver has default settings not ^o follow
certain music styles with incompatible music styles. However
despite this safeguard it is still possible that a very slow
song follows a very fast one.

This problem can be overcome by providing the LORE receiver
with additional information encrypted in the music as
subaudible data. This data contains at least the following
information -

- song rhythm: at beginning, end and ovcirall;
- and whether the artist is male, female or whether it is a
group

•

20

25

Default settings
incompatible
not all

will prevent the LORE i-eceiver from mixing
provided that such data is available as
may transmit it.

Programmes with a mixture of music with and without such data
will be compiled in such a way that, as far as possible,
unmarked songs will be played before or after songs with
medium rhythm.

30

Digital recordings usually contain subaudible signals
indicating the remaining time to be played. The LORE
receiver will utilise these timing commands if available for
fading music, according to application PCT/GB 91/01564:

35

40

" The jnain purpose of the Music Control Boctrd is to monitor
the music / entertetinment source. There are different
possibilities (modes) to monitor the song.

It can he done either
- througrh monitoring the volume level of the recording
- or by an external controller (e.g. a datetbase of the song's
duration in connection with a timer)

;

The monitor will signal twice:
- Once at the 50 % V^olujne Stage, which Syndicates the
forthcoming end of the song (approximately 7 seconds before
the end of a song)

- Once at the 100 % Reduced Volume Stage ^ which indicates the
actual end of a song.

45
These stages are either
- automatically set by the Volume Level Indicators
- or set by the external controller "
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The IiORE receiver will automatically sw;-tch to Volime Level
Control Mode, should the LORE receiver not be able to locate
such timing commands on the recording.

Some broadcasters may want to integrate additional
5 information on their broadcast. For exairple the artist, song

title, record label and release date can be encrypted in the
digital information of a song's signal. The LORE receiver
provides facilities to display such information on its
monitor.

10 Information items and music once down-loaded for the
compilation of one prograunme can also be used for the
compilation of other programmes.

A listener who likes to be a disc-jockey may produce parts of
his radio's speech input himself.

15 The play-back time of each programme can be extended
indefinitely, however, programme items nay be repeated.

Even though this invention relates to a Listener Operated
Radio Programme Selection and Entertainrient System the same
principle can be applied to a Viewer Operated Television

20 Programme Selection and Entertainment System.

COMMBRCIAL APPLICATION OF THE INVENTION:

The use of interactive networks will ai:_ow fringe providers
to access wide audiences. For example most local newspapers
cannot afford to run their own radio station as the larger

25 networks already entertain a substantial group of their
target audience. The use of LORE will however allow the
local broadcaster to provide an input in the programme of
their target audience's radio without the need to compete
with the networks.

30 Expatriates can also integrate their hone country news into
their radio programme without compromising on local news of
the area where they live.

Independent record labels who have difficulties in receiving
airtime on conventional radio can now d:,rectly approach the

35 listener by offering subscription free music as part of their
radio programme.

The wider use of LORE will undoubtedly reduce record sales in
the shops and the down-loading of music via digital networks
may even completely replace the traditional purchase of

40 music.



LISTENER OPERATED RADIO PROGRAMME SELECTION AND
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

CLAIMS

I claim as follows:

1 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System which is able to select and mix
different programme items such as music and information
inputs, comprising of electronic sound libraries, individual
radio receivers and automated prograiome selection systems
which are connected by means of a data link, characterised in
that facilities are provided for each individual radio
listener of a group of listeners to compile speech,
inforiaation and music items by accessing different
broadcasters' libraries, down-loading the required items into
a personal receiver and automatically processing those single
items after transmission in order to play-back an individual
radio programme.

2 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System as claimed in Claim 1 wherein visual
displays are provided for menus and help screens as well as
facilities to display additional information which is
broadcast alongside the actual audible signal of a broadcast
item.

3 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System as claimed in Claim 1 wherein means are
provided for automated down-loading of programme items at
user-definable intervals.

4 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System as claimed in Claim 1 wherein means are
provided for integration of the listener's own broadcast
material such as a compact disc or his own announcements.

5 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System as claimed in Claim 1 wherein various
Pay-As-You-Select Systems are integrated including decoders
which can distinguish between commercials and non-commercial
information allowing commercials to be eliminated from the
programme upon the payment of a fee.

6 A Listener Operated Radio Programme Selection and
Entertainment System as claimed in Claim 1 wherein
calculators and sensing devices are integrated to select,
quantify^ down-load and compile programrie items in order to
produce a programme output in line vith the prescribed
programme policy as determined by the li.stener.
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